Optional project in communication systems

Summary
Individual research during the semester under the guidance of a professor or an assistant.

Content
Subject to be chosen among the themes proposed on the web site:

http://ic.epfl.ch/systemes-communication-projet-labo-master

Learning Outcomes
By the end of the course, the student must be able to:

• Organize a project
• Assess / Evaluate one's progress through the course of the project
• Present a project

Transversal skills

• Write a literature review which assesses the state of the art.
• Write a scientific or technical report.

Teaching methods
Individual and independent work, under the guidance of a professor or an assistant.

Assessment methods
Oral presentation and written report.

Resources
Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI)
No

Websites
• http://ic.epfl.ch/systemes-communication-projet-semestre-master